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This special issue highlights recent achievements in neurosci-
ence research in Africa. It reveals some of the diversity of
clinical and basic neuroscience research currently being con-
ducted in Africa and opens opportunities for future collabora-
tive research.

The issue begins with an overview of some of the chal-
lenges and highlights steps that are being taken to promote
neuroscience education and research in Africa. This is follow-
ed by reviews of major health concerns in Africa: vertically
transmitted HIV, alcohol-induced psychotic disorder, and the
increasing problem of prenatal methamphetamine exposure
and its devastating effects on cognitive function of the affected
children. This is followed by an overview of achievements in
basic research in Africa determining the effects of early life
stress and exercise on brain function in a rodent model.

Clinical neuroscience research has focused on the major
health problems in Africa, as well as risk factors and genetic

markers of susceptibility to certain brain disorders. Topics
include assessment of cognitive function in patients with
HIV, or those who have suffered adversity during the early
stages of development, exposure to toxins or drugs of abuse,
as well as patients with Addison’s disease. Other researchers
have investigated the utility of cognitive therapy in bipolar
disorder as well as specific tests, including imaging, neuro-
psychological tests and genotyping, to aid diagnosis of ner-
vous system disorders.

Papers on basic neuroscience focus on elucidating the
underlyingmechanisms of drugs of addiction, includingmeth-
amphetamine and khat, as well as neurotoxins such as cya-
nide, methylmercury and paint thinner. The consequences of
glia activation and NMDA receptor inhibition are explored
and several papers describe the beneficial effects of honey as
well as various drugs and plant extracts in the treatment of
different rodent models of human disorders.
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